Expression profiling of long noncoding RNAs associated with vasculogenic mimicry in osteosarcoma.
Osteosarcoma (OS) is the most common highly malignant bone tumor in teens. Vasculogenic mimicry (VM) is defined as de novo extracellular matrix-rich vascular-like networks formed by highly aggressive tumor cells. We previously reported the presence of VM and it is an unfavorable prognostic factor in OS patients. Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) are aberrantly expressed in OS and involved in cancer cell VM. However, lncRNAs in VM formation of OS have not been investigated. We, therefore, profiled the expression of lncRNAs in highly aggressive OS cell line 143B compared with its parental poorly aggressive cell line HOS. The differentially expressed (DE) lncRNAs and messenger RNA (mRNAs) were subjected to constructed lncRNA-mRNA coexpressed network. The top-ranked hub gene lncRNA n340532 knockdown 143B cells were used for in vitro and in vivo VM assays. The annotation of DE lncRNAs was performed according to the coexpressed mRNAs by Gene Ontology and pathway analysis. A total of 1360 DE lncRNAs and 1353 DE mRNAs were screened out. lncRNA MALAT1 and FTX, which have known functions related to VM formation and tumorigenesis were identified in our data. The coexpression network composed of 226 lncRNAs and 118 mRNAs in which lncRNA n340532 had the highest degree number. lncRNA n340532 knockdown reduced VM formation in vitro. The suppression of n340532 also exhibited potent anti-VM and antimetastasis effect in vivo, suggesting its potential role in OS VM and metastasis. Furthermore, n340532 coexpressed with 10 upregulation mRNAs and 3 downregulation mRNAs. The enriched transforming growth factor-β signaling pathway, angiogenesis and so forth were targeted by those coexpressed mRNAs, implying n340532 may facilitate VM formation in OS through these pathways and gene functions. Our findings provide evidence for the potential role of lncRNAs in VM formation of OS that could be used in the clinic for anti-VM therapy in OS.